FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SAVE THE DATE!
SUNDAY APRIL 10TH 2016, CMA THEATRE, AMSTERDAM 19h
The dynamic performance duo Braxi is excited to announce the release of their newest single Il Nostro Amore (meaning ‘Our
Love’), a song that is meant to represent hope and the belief that no matter how dark life may seem, no matter how many say you
will fail, with love, you can prevail. Written in in the “Popera” style and performed in both English and Italian, Il Nostro Amore
transcends borders and breaks cultural boundaries, uniting the world at a time when love might be the only thing that can right
our wrongs.
Il Nostro Amore is the first single of their soon to be released album, Musical Esemplastic, and will be presented at an exclusive
release party at the CMA Theatre in Amsterdam on Sunday April 10th from 19h to 21:30h. The event will feature a full 45 minute
live performance of Braxi in concert, during which they will sing favourites from both worlds (pop and opera) such as Nessun
Dorma and Under Pressure, and will also feature a sneak peak of never-before heard original songs from the upcoming album. “Il
Nostro Amore” was co-written by Brandi and Max Himmelreich and top Swedish songwriter and producer Peter Hagaras (Taylor
Dayne, Paul Potts).
ABOUT BRAXI
Brandi Himmelreich, formerly known as Brandi Russell, is well known as the winner of television show Popstars in 2008. Her
husband, veteran stage performer Max Himmelreich, is a graduate of the Musical Theater program at the Amsterdam University
of Theater Arts. The two have spent the past three years abroad, focusing on classical voice training, and how to combine that
technique with modern pop music in order to break traditional borders of musical genres. After these years of intensive training
and experimentation, they discovered a formula that has never been heard before in traditional popular music, and so the musical
duo of BRAXI was conceived. Since combining their considerable talents, they have had the opportunity to work with many wellknown international musicians, songwriters and producers, both from the contemporary and classical worlds, and have recently
signed with leading UK entertainment agency PEEL Entertainment for their European efforts, and Arrow Music Management in
Nashville, USA for the Americas.
Often described as spellbinding, dynamic, emotional, breathtaking and spectacular, Braxi is a tour de force in live entertainment,
and the chemistry they share on stage is their calling card. Discover what their devoted fans already know, and be treated to a
performance like no other.
Sunday 10 april 2016
19-21.30 uur
CMA THEATER
Paradijsplein 1
1093 NJ Amsterdam The Netherlands
Please let us know (via email) if you will be attending, as we have to place all Press and VIP’s on the list.
For questions and/or interviews, please call or email us:
+31 (0)6-24296127
info@braximusic.com
www.braximusic.com
Comments and Reviews about BRAXI’s latest performances:
“Vocals and songs swooped from the realms of classical music to classic pop and held the entire audience spellbound in a state of emotion and
delight.” -Stewart Saint: “Night at the Opera”

